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Two Down And Two To Go

"iOM.r.C""

Falcon Cagers Wallop St. Louis 80-74
T. I. LOOMIS
Sports Editor
NEW YORK, March 14—Bowling Green came
from behind tonight to dump the mighty Billikens
of St. Louis, 80-74, and advance to the semifinals of the National Invitational Tournament.
This was a day that will go down in basketball history as the most sensational of all time.
The entire NIT was thrown into confusion as the
four top-seeded teams were eliminated in their
quarter final tests. Western Kentucky, favored
Kentucky, Utah, and the defending champion
BT

St. Louis bit the dust.
Never before in Madison Square Garden history have such upsets occurred and never before
have New York fans been treated to four games
that were as good.
In the afternoon, Bradley outran Western, 9586, and Loyola jarred Kentucky, 67-56; then San
Francisco edged by Utah, 64-63, and the stage
was set for the Falcon triumph.
It was sweet revenge for the Ohloans who, a
year ago, were ousted by Ed Hickey's boys in
the first round of this tourney.
Bee Gee was cold as the waters of the nearby

Falcons Head For NIT
Frisco's

Hudson River in the early stages but never
succumbed before the intense pressure of the
Billikens' superb passing attack.
Behind by 13 points at one stage, Harold Anderson's charges began to get warm before the
first half ended and were only down 38-35 at the
midway point.
The second canto was a toss-up all the way.
It was Andy's move of putting Eli Joyce in the
pivot and pulling Share—and with him Ed Macauley—away from the basket that turned the
tide. Share connected with his overhead set
shot and the great Billlken center's defensive
power was minimized. Easy Ed had held Share

Bee Qee

to one basket and one free throw in the first half.
When Share, Joyce, and Stan Weber departed
on fouls, Bee Gee began to simmer even more.
No individuals can be singled out; the team was
great as a whole.
Captain Mac Otten was sensational with 22
points, Share had 15, Gene Dudley had 14 when
they counted most, and Bob Long sparked the
floor game and hit for 11.
Red Speicher was a fighting fool when the
going was tough and Weber's board game was
good. John Payak was the steadying influence.
Joyce was all over the court and Bob Green got
the basket that really clinched it.
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Trustees Approve
New Dormitories
No

FALCON BASKETBALL lUri and Coach Harold Anderton are
•hown aboTa jmt bafora their dapartura for tba national tournament in
New York City. Photo.raphed ara Mac Otten, Coach Anderton, Charlie
Share, and "Red" Speicher.

Office Arranges
Fall Housing

Director To Speak

Faculty To See
British Film
The British Technicolor films,
"Stairway to Heaven," starring
David Niven and Kim Hunter is
the next film in the British cycle
in the Faculty Movie Scries. The
film will be shown Wednesday.
March 23, in the PA Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.
All faculty may bring one student guest if they desire to do so.

Bill For Million
Dollar Building Project

Journalists Sponsor
News Photo Display

FELIX GENTILE
Felix Gentile, executive director
of the Mayor's Committee on Inter-Racial and Community Relations in Toledo, will address an
open meeting of the Comte Club,
sociology organization at Bowling
Green State University, next
week.
,
He will discuss "Human Relations as a Public Responsibility"
in the Practical Arts Bldg. Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 16.
Educated in New York City to
be a psychiatric social worker. Mr."
Gentile has been research analyst
for the Russell Sage Foundation,
consultant on child care in Sicily
and a reviser of the mental health
laws in Louisiana.

Senate OK's Constitutions
Of Two New Organizations
Senate approved two constitutions for new organizations Monday night. The two new campus
organizations are the "Stray
Greek Association" and "The Business Administration Honorary Association."
The Stray Greek organization
will be composed of fraternity
men whose fraternities are not established or represented on this
campus.
The Business Administration
Honorary Association plans to petition Beta Gamma Sigma, national scholastics honorary for busi-

Bowling Green's Hoard of Trustees authorized the construction
of two new dormitories March 12.
Dorms No. 8 and 0 will be constructed midway between Kohl
Hull and Fraternity Row. These
buildings will he the first of six
future dorms for freshmen men
to be constructed.
Finances for the two new buildings were arranged through the
snli' of revenue bonds.
Contracted to build the two
dormitories are Steinle Wolf Co.,
Fremont; E. W. File, Lima; Hildcbrand, Toledo; and A. T. Emmett,
Port Clinton.

First hearing of the proposed
million-dollar UGSU building program will be staged in the Ohio
Senate in Columbus tomorrow at
5 p.m.
Senators Richard A, Wilmer
and Fred Adams arc introducing
the bill to Senate.

Housing for the fall term, 194850 in now being set up.
The following schedule for students now living on campus to
make application for on-campus
accommodations will be maintained in the Office of the Dean of
Students:
East and W«*t Halls, March 21March 22; Huts and Dorm "Q,"
March 23-March 24; Stadium.
March 28 and March 21); North
Dorm and North Annexes, Mnrch
30-March 31.
Shatzel Hal', March 21-March
22; Williams Hall. March 88*
March 24; Kohl Hall-Kohl Annex.
March 28-March 29; North Dorm
and North Annexes, March 30March 31.
Students now living off campus
who desire on-campus accommodations for the fall term will make
application in the Office of the
Dean of Students on April I and
thereafter.

Telephone 2631

ness and commerce students. It
is rated as the Phi Beta Kappa of
business colleges.
Mrs. Barbara Provost, Senate
president, appointed James Conway to fill the vacancy on the Student Employment Committee left
by Jane Baxter.
Sophomore Class President
Dave Laurenzi announced the
meeting of the Sophomore Class in
the PA Auditorium at 6:16 tonight. He urges all sophomores
to attend. The proposed revisions
of the Senate constitution and
plans for a dance will be discussed.

Journalism D e p a r t m ent will
sponsor a display of outstanding
news photographs from the Toledo
Blade and Toledo Times beginning
Friday.
Representing the department in
charge of the display will be Delta
Sigma and Sigma Phi, journalism
honoraries.
Open house for first showing of
the exhibit will be Friday, March
18, from 2 to 6 p.m. in 315A.
The display is appearing here
through the courtesy of L. F. Newmyer, public relations director.
Mr. Newmyer'a assistant, Richard
Bridenbaugh, will bring the exhibit and help prepare it for the
opening day.

High School Music
Auditions Will Bo
Held March 26
The annual Northwestern Ohio
musical auditions for high school
instrumental and vocal solos and
ensembles will be held at 9 a.m.
March 2« in the Main Auditorium,
Prof. Arthur Zuelzke, chairman
of district auditions has announced.
Over 1,000 participants are expected. Winners will compete in
the final auditions at Columbus.
The university orchestra and
band will present a concert at
noon, for the contestants, featuring the first movement of Mendelssohn's Concerto in G Minor
played by Prof. Hadley Yates;
Echo Waltz played by a cornet
trio, Bill Burt, Dick Chadwick, and
Jerry Kiger; and Saraste's Gypsy
Airs played by Howard Mickens.
Judges for the contest are Stanley Butler of Western Reserve
piano; Robert Hohn of Otterbein,
George 'Strickling of Cleveland
Heights Public Schools, Harry
Sietx of Detroit Public Schools,
Norman Parks of Dayton Public
Schools, and Thelbert Evans of
Lakewood Public Schools, vocal.
Fritz Holcker of Wittenberg
College, strings; Fred Ebbs of
Baldwin-Wallace College, and
Earl Beach of Ohio Wesleyan,
woodwinds; Jess Freeman of Upper Arlington Public Schools and
Art Williams of Oberlin Conservatory, bi
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William Prentice Will Portray
Lead Role In Hamlet; Cast
Announced By Whitford Kane
* * *

* *

¥

Women Elect AWS Officials
In Campus Election Thursday
Officers for the Association of Women Students will be
elected tomorrow in the "Well" from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. All women students who have paid AWS dues are eligible to vote.
Candidates for president and first vice president are
Grace Kusenberg, Lee Wylie, and Nancy Nelson.
Grace has been the AWS second vice president, serving
on the executive, judicial, and legislative boards; treasurer of Wil- Campus Women's Group. Pat is
liams Hall; a Key staff member; an Alpha Xi Delta pledge and a
secretary and vice president of member of the Social Sub-ComEmerson Literary Society; Kappa mittee. Dorothy is on Student
Delta Pi; Dean's List; Alpha Chi Senate; member of WRA; PE
Gamma pledge,
Omega houseboard and parliamen- Club, and a Delta
e • •
tarian; publicity chairman of FuCANDIDATES FOR correspondture Teachers of America; and a
member of Student Christian Fel- ing secretary arc Janice Schreiber, on Kohl Hull House Board
lowship.
and un Alpha Phi Pledge; Shirley
• • •
LEE HAS been AWS Junior Hollis, secretary-treasurer of the
Class representative (Legislative Freshman Club, vice president of
Board), freshman adviser, Wo- the Social Subcommittee, a memmen's Recreation Association ber of Workshop Players, Radio
Board member, on the Key statf, Club, and an Alpha Xi Delhi
Dean's List, a member of Dance pledge; and Elizabeth Clark, a
of Kohl Hull Social ComClub; Comte Club, Alpha Gumma member
Workshop Players, secreDelta, and Student Christian Fel- mittee,
tary of the Social Sub-Committee,
lowship.
and a Delta Gammu pledge.
Nancy has been Panhellenic repCandidates for Senior Class
resentative, Alpha Xi Delta house representatives
arc: Shirley Norchairman, on the BEE GEE NEWS
Libby Earnest, and Pat Evstaff and Key, member of Sigma man,
Phi, mixed chorus, and the Press ans.
Candidates for Junior Class
Club.
Representatives are Nancy link
The candidate receiving the enloopcr, Edith Ludwig, Iris Irsecond highest number of votes win, and Marion Hampton.
for president, automatically beMary Ann O'Donnell, Ruth
comes first vice president.
Wohlfort, and Rita Sern are canDonna Walker and Pauline Mil- didates for Sophomore Class repler are the candidates for second resentative.
vice president.

The title role of "Hamlet" in
the University Theatre's April 26
production of "Hamlet" will be
played by William Prentice, guest
director Whitford Kane sBid yesterday in announcing the cast.
Other major roles arc Mrs.
Dorothy Newcomer as the queen;
Helen Kreitzer, Ophelia; Dick
Bauman, Laertes; Ken Shoemaker, Claudius; Prof. Sidney Stone,
1'olonius; and Mr. Kane as the
Brat nruvod igger.
Over 100 students, faculty, and
townspeople participated in the
tryouts which began last Wednesday and lasted through Sunday.
In casting the play Mr. Kane
employed a new technique. Certain sections of the play were
"blocked out" with participants
reading through these sections
much in the manner of the final
production.
Others appearing in the production whic*h will run for five days
include; Kmie Capron, Horatio;
Don Miller, Rosencrantz; Terry
Schon, Guildenstern; Gary Wilson, Marcellus; Ken Keagle, Bernardo; Sal Guidice, Francisco; Art
Moore, Reynaldo and the second
gravedigger; John Cannavan, Forlinbras, the Player King, and the
Ghost; John Hcrger, Priest; Dick
Lenhart, Osric; Evalce Smith,
Player Queen; Allen Cohen, Lucianus (player); Stewart Rattray,
Second Player; Alice Connor,
Third Player; Isabel Mann, Gentlewoman; and Jerri Jennings and
Diane Totter as pages.
The < hoi us includes: Jane
Pierce, Betty Jane Morris, Colette
Moran, Phyllis Allen, Rita Roof,
Martha Watt; Jeannine Forrest;
Joanne Edwurds; and June Mr
Guigan.

• • •

DONNA HAS BEEN AWS recording secretary and has served
on the executive, judicial and legislative boards, secretary of Book
and Motor, vice president of Social Sub-Committee, corresponding
secretary of Delta Gamma, and a
member of the Key staff and Quill
Type.
Pauline has been secretary of
the Social Committee, on the Kohl
House Board, a member of Book
and Motor, Social Sub-Committee,
SCF, member of ACE, on the Key
Staff, and a Gamma Phi Beta.
Elizabeth Cnrtisi, Phyllis
Knapp, and Elinor Elsass are running for treasurer.
Betsy has
been AWS corresponding secretary and on the executive, legislative, and judicial boards; a member of WRA; the social Sub-Committee; PE Club; Alpha Phi; and
on the Dean's List.
Phyllis has been a member of
Book and Motor, Treble Clef,
ACE, Usherette Club; and Chi
Omega House Chairman.

• • •

ELINOR HAS BEEN on the
dormitory house board, a member
of Treble Clef, LSA, Quill Type,
and is a Theta Phi pledge.
Recording secretary candidates
are Beverly Easton, Pat Whalon,
and Dorothy Burger.
Beverly has been president of
ACE and a member of the Off-

PETITIONING SENATE for recognition as a "Stray Greek" Association arc, from left to right: Earl Cranston, Phi Gamma Delta; Charles
Nelson, Phi Kappa Tau| Clifford Hoover, Lambda Chi Alpha) Glenn
Roots, Lamda Chi Alpha; Las Grube, Tan Kappa Epsilon; Robert
Schoenberger, Lambda Chi Alpha; J. Wayna Burns, Sigma Phi Epoilon;
Donglaa Robertson, Phi Gamma Dolta; and Donald Vendor Hoost, Chi
Phi.

Th

Operation Mailbag Started For Scribes
Would you like to correspond
with a student in Japan? Here's
your chance to get in on the ground
floor of "Operation Mailbag," a
correspondence club strictly between Bowling Green and Nippon,
and we can blame it nil upon a bold
statement of New York socialite
Joanne Connelley.
The "mature" Miss Connelley
was quoted in Time (Nov. 8, 1948)
as saying: "I really don't like college boys. I know what they are

going to say and how they think.
They're so silly and don't know
how to drink."
This raised the ire of a Rowling
Green student so John Kovchok of
Gamma Theta wrote the editor and
got results. "It appears to our
entire fraternity that this sweet
and young 18-year-old apparently
hasn't met the true college man
yet," he wrote. (The entire letter
appeared in the BEE GEE NEWS
Dec. 8, 1948.)
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Dire Consequences
The Iamb is no kin to the cow.
Mary had a great big lamb.
Species Ovia aries.
Hence of no use to dairies.
KINGS AND QUEENS:
Bright spot of the week—Velma Bisher and
John Hersland engaged . . . and a pin of the
week—Jeannine Morris of cheerleader fame
pinned to Norm Meyers . . . Jackie Dohm pinned
to Chuck Woodfill . . . and a very belated one—
Ruth Simon, recently returned from Oregon,
pinned to John Cannavan of WRSM fame . . .
Shirley Eggert and Harry Turner (Baldwin-Wallace) . . . and another—Carol Peteriohn and
Lloyd Laux . . . Leonard Reford engaged to Lee
Kirchner and Nick Petroff pinned to Joan Hock
. . . and a newly-wed—so new the sorority girls
don't know it —Betty Kumler and Syracuse-onion
Syd Bell . . . Mary Green wed to Ohio Stateberger Lou Banyas and Lois Ann Young engaged to Jim Dashell of New York . . .
POME:
A dashing young fellow named Spice
Devoted a lifetime to vice.
He ruined the morals
Of thousands of gorals
With never a thought as to price.
PRAISE AND SUCH:
The bucket o' suds and carton of tobacco flowers to Kohl Hall and persons responsible for put
ting on the dances and mixers for the dorms . . .
and to the basketball team for a terrific season . . .
DIRE'S IRE:
Ashes In the coffee placed there by the people
who have free time to attend Se.-.'te meetings,
WHICH ARE OPEN, and don't-right now the
group is in the middle of a good discussion on
representation and students who have any complaints about the Senate -don't gripe—attend
the meetings so you know what you're talking
about . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE)
Slick chicks of the week in a double doseDottle Kuntzman and Dot Stover attired In matching skirts of Glengarry plald with same material
made Into stoles—the combination inspiring to
the Scotch in Dire . . .
PASS:
Don't let a woman boss the Job;
Don't bow to her demands;
Don't be a great big sticky gob
Of putty in her hands.
Don't grovel when she loudly barks;
Don't kowtow to subdue her.
lust grin, ignoring her remarks . . .
Unless you're married to her.
—stol«—
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OVER IN MALAYA, a reader
named Sivanandam Sivam, 21,
agreed with John and wrote a congratulatory letter for "upholding
the prestige of true college men."
At the same time a 20-year-old
Japanese student, Miss Yoshino
Ho, penned a letter {o John which
had little to say about the controversy but expressed her desire to
correspond with American students. In fact, Yoshino ha* a
host of friends eager to exchange

Jlet'lQo, BQl...
The men composing the selection committee of
the National Invitational Tournament are probably hiding somewhere in the subways of New
York today. First of all the four New York teams,
which one New York sportswriter said, "shouldn't
have been Invited to standing room in the first
place," were knocked out of the tourney in the
first round and then the four seeded clubs were
bounced Monday.
Bowling Green, the team that wasn't to receive
a bid to the Garden, has outsmarted the city
slickers and now is in the semi-finals of tournament by virtue of their win over defending
champion St. Louis. Loyola, also a last minute
choice, trounced Kentucky.tournament favorites
Bradley defeated third seeded Western Kentucky
and San Francisco dumped favored Utah.
The win over St. Louis must be sweet revenge
for Coach Harold Anderson and the team. Last
year the boys from Missouri dumped the Falcons
in the first round of the tournament and then
went on to win. The Bllllkens were favored, in
Monday night's game by from three to five
points but the Falcons must have forgotten to
read the papers.
There is no reason why Bowling Green
shouldn't go the rest of the way and cop the
tournament crown. Two more games and the
National Invitational Tournament championship
can come to Ohio. We think that the Falcons
can do it. It would be great if the team that
wasn't to receive a bid could bring home the
bacon.

Any Qlipel?...
Any gripes? Unhappy? Dissatised?
Finel Air your gripes before the Student Senate Suggestion Committee. The Committee has
devised a new form for the purpose of handling
student complaints.
Here's how the new system works:
The student drops his complaint in the Senate's Suggestion Box in the "Well." Nelson
Alexander, chairman of the
FILE YOUR
Senate Suggestion Committee,
refers the complaint to proper
GRIPE WITH
authorities.
The person or
THE SENATE
persons In authority then presents comments and ideas on
a special form mimeographed for that purpose.
This form then goes to Dr. F. J. Prout's Office.
In the final process, the form is given to the
person who originally presented the complaint
or suggestion. In no case is the name of the
student presenting his view revealed.
Let's have less talk and more action. That's
the only way BGSU can become a better university and benefit from the refreshing ideas of
the student body.

We&anf 0/ lite Qieen...
Sure 'n' tomorrow's the day of the Irish. Tis
qreen Americans will be wearin' for there are
more Irishmen In the United States than in Ireland.
St. Patrick's Day parades and parties will be
conducted In most of America's big cities -New
York City In particular. Falcon fans in New York will getFALCON FANS
ample opportunity to view the
parades down Fifth Avenue*4*' SEE
and the selling of dyed cama-miSH PARADE
tions, paper shamrocks, and
books of Irish ballads.
II was 1500 years ago that St. Patrick entered
pagan Erin and miraculously converted the
population to Christianity with acts now obscured by as many tales as there are Irishmen.
The "wearin' of the green" came later In history
when the stubborn Irish wanted to show their
dislike of the British.

Back 7/te Red Clou...
The Red Cross Drive swings Into action March
28. No one can appreciate the work done by
this organization until disaster strikes and the
Red Cross lends a hand.
Students at BGSU have been lucky. No flood
or fire or storm has brought ruin and tragedy to
this campus. But, nevertheRED CROSS
less, local students can imaDRIVE BEGINS gine how disasters can disrupt the life of a community
MARCH 28
and how necessary it is to
. . ■ _
"3've contributions in order to
help the Red Cross help others.
The Red Cross missions of mercy are not confined to the United States, but to foreign nations
as well.
March 28, the Red Cross asks for help. Help
hernias much as you can. Every «x»^*S

« South American Way

thoughts with young American
men and women.
From the Tokyo English College,
Misa Ito writes: "I do hate war
from the bottom of my heart, and
I believe it must be avoided in the
future forever. But to avoid it,
we must keep always good understanding of each other, not only
through the governments, but
through the common peoples."
In the same letter, Yoshino's
father apologized for his daughter's poor English, but explained
she was "learning earnestly." Mr.
Ito continued by touching on his
views of the Truman election, rehabilitation of Japan and world
peace.
These are but a few of the topics
you can discuss with a friend in the
once hostile country. If you arc
interested in "Operation Mailbag"
write to the following address and
ask for a correspondent, mentioning that you received the address
through the BEE GEE NEWS.
ATTENDING THE SPANISH Club dance l..t Friday night were,
Miss Yoshino Ito
Wendell Ashcrofi, Kay Kuder, Marianne Beams, Duke De Luca, Rogene
c/o Ichiro Ito
Fisher, and John Fridrick.
Nakamachi, Yokaichiba-machi
Chiba-Ken, Japan
Postage rates are 26c air mail
and 5c regular mail.
Besides the personul enjoyment,
you can help lay a greater foundation for world understanding and
peace by becoming a charter member of Bowling Green's "Operation
The men's groups on campus
Parties include card playing,
Mailbag."
may be considered among the for- entertainment, refreshments, and
tunate. Whether they realize it dancing. They usually set the
or not, they have recently been time from 7 to 9, but find that the
the topic of much thoughtful dis- gay festivities last much longer
cussion.
than this. The parties are held in
Four of Shatsel's energetic resi- the annex lounge and faculty
dents this year decided that their members act as chaperons.
dorm needed to be more social.
After each section of Shatzel
Administration official, itate
After discussion with their house- has given a party, the girls would
that anyone going to the game*
mother and the Dean of Women, like to give an all-Shatzel party in
Thursday and Friday mutt acthey started to work to put their the Rec Hall. In addition to havcept the usual number of cuts.
dorm on the society page. The re- ing a good time, the girls feel that
sults????? Result No. 1—A mix- these parties help them to meet
No excused absences will be aler party with 30 fellows from people and to gain skill and exlowed for the time lost.
North Dorm, Result No. 2—A perience in party planning and
President Prout
has anmixer party with residents of Enst entertainment.
and West Halls.
nounced that Thursday's game
Who are these four Shatzel
Of course a party for as big a
will be broadcast in the ComMarion Hampton, Ruth
group as all the Shatzel residents girls?
MacDonald, Florence Sherrard,
mon* and the Men'* Gym. Thi*
and North Dorm residents would and
Wilma Dowling.
will alleviate overcrowded conrequire the Ballroom of the White
They've begun something new
House, so they devised a plan.
ditions which were a result of
The parties would be divided by and different on campus, which
the use of the smaller Main
sections of Shatzel Hall. The an- sounds like a terrific success.
Auditorium at the St. Louis
Congratulations, girls, and have a
nex and Corridor 1 gave the first good
time!
game.
The Main Auditorium
party, Corridors 3 and 4 the secwill not be used thi* Thursday.
ond,
and
the
future
parties
will
Actual starting time of the
be given by the other girls.
game is not known at this time.

Men's Groups Can Consider
Themselves Extra Lucky

No Change
In Cut Rule
Due To NIT

At the same time President
George Bohanna of the Booster's Club has announced that
all students are urged to participate in a giant welcoming
tribute to the team on its arrival home. The meeting will
be held in front of the Men'*
Gym.
Dorm*, aororitie*. and
fraternitie* will be notified a*
to the time of arrival. The
team i* expected to fly home
Sunday if weather condition*
permit.

Stage Show Arrives
Here March 23

GLORIA JEROME
Gloria Jerome, "Charming Little Faker" of the 14th Edition,
"The Best Is Yet To Come," is
billed as the world's "most beautiful magician." She will highlight the stage show's one-nighter
stand here Wed., March 23, at the
High School Auditorium. The 2hour variety revue is sponsored
by the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Gloria brings "The Best Is Yet
To Come" audience in on* magic
tricks, calling' them on stage to
watch proceedings at close range.

Exam Notice
Registrar J. W. Bunn announces
that
mid-term exams will be given
,
period, April
*•
D rin
week of A ril
, » * *!
.„
?
**•
tS&TSST^ mid-semester
"** "*
marks.
heton the end of the

Music Concert
Is Praised

Student Teaching
Is Not Always
A Bed Of Rose*

By Nancy Noon

By Muffi Casini

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"
was for many people the climax
of an all-too-short concert presented Sunday evening by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. Under the direction of 30-year-old
Leonard Bernstein, the orchestra
appeared here in the last concert
of a 4-week tour of 11 eastern
states.
A capacity audience filled the
Men's Gym to hear the excellent
program which opened with "Symphony No. 40 in (i. Minor," a
typical Mozart composition.
Written in only 10 days, the symphony reflects the melancholy
mood of the Austrian composer
who was badly in debt at the time
of its creation.
Beethoven's "Piano Concerto
No. 1 in C Major," with Mr. Bernstein as soloist, was substituted
when two previously-scheduled selections had to be omitted because
of the illness of two members of
the orchestra. The deleted numbers were Ravel's "Concerto in G
Major for Piano and Orchestra"
and the suite from "Der Rosenkuvalier" by Strauss.
"An American in Paris," George
Gershwin's symphonic poem, was
played with "tremendous vivacity
and bubbling exuberance." Gershwin actually wrote the piece while
visiting in Paris and he explained
that his purpose in composing it
was "to portray the impressions
of an American visitor in Paris as
he strolls about the city, listens
to the various street noises, and
absorbs the French atmosphere."
"Rhapsody in Blue," the last
number of the concert, was received with terrific enthusiasm.
Mr. Bernstein, who is nationally
recognized as a great pianist and
composer, played this difficult
score faultlessly.
Mr. Bernstein returned to the
stage after "Rhapsody" to say
good-bye to the 85 members of the
orchestra and to thank them for
their cooperation during his guestconductorship. F o 11 o w i n g the
concert, the orchestra returned to
Pittsburgh and Mr. Bernstein took
a train for Boston where he will
conduct the Boston Symphony Orchestra in two concerts.

_

Ever wonder what it's like to be
at the other end of the give and
take line. Then take a trip down
to the schools where the students
are doing their practice teaching.
Trip it is, especially when you
begin each day by trudging down
to school, come rain or snow.
You look hopefully for a familiar
face in the passing cars, but never
any luck. Oh, there are occasions
when you do get rides, but it always seems to be on days when the
weather is like spring and you're
glad of an opportunity to walk.
The sound of the tardy bell
when you enter the school reminds
ynu (0 shuffle a little faster or
you'll be late to greet your class
of bright, shiny faces. As you
take roll call you say to yourself,
"Today I'm going to teach them
this and this and that."
• • •
YOU BEGIN by teaching them
"this." • Then you ask questions,
but no replies, they look bewildered. Probably you didn't present it correctly. Then you try
again and emphasize "this" a little stronger.
A little hand goes flinging in
the air and you smile to yourself,
alas, someone knows the answer.
Then one by one more little hands
go flying in the air and everyone
wants to give an answer.
You are encouraged with such
a response, but you find a new
problem arising; the class is becoming restless now that they understand it "all," and they need
some discipline.
Johnny insists upon getting up
every second to sharpen his pencil;
Bill keeps patting Dick on the
back with his ruler; and Bobby is
pulling Sally's hair. School hasn't
changed . . .
You finally get the class all settled and ring-g-g-g goes the
bell . . . "The hour can't be up,
I haven't taught them "that"
Bnt it doesn't take you long to realize that It has, when the class
has up and gone as you're opening
your month to give tomorrow's assignment.
"Oh well, tomorrow is another
day," and yon make resolutions
anew.
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IRIS IRWIN

JANET DUNSON

Norm DeTray is the new president of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
for the second semester. Other officers are: Bill Limpach, vice president; George Ahlborn, treasurer;
Norm Meese, secretary; Donald
Ahlborn, conductor; David. Diedrich, pledgemaster; Ed White,
house manager; and Bill Bishop,
scholarship chairman.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
will celebrate Founder's Day tomorrow with a schedule including:
bull sessions, smoker, entertainment, topped off with a banquet at
the Nest. All local area alumni
have been invited to take part in
the activities.
Joe King has been elected
pledgemaster of ATO fraternity
for the spring semester. Assisting
him will be Ray Rennebaum.
Theta . Chi fraternity entertained Alpha Chi Omega sorority
at an open house last Sunday.
Recently initiated into Theta
Chi was Charles L. Eger.
A "hard times" party was given by Phi Delta fraternity last
Friday night for actives, new
pledges, and their dates. Their
house was the scene of the "hard
times."
Fame has come to the falcon
perched above the mantle in the
Phi Delt house. A picture of the
bird was in the March 8 issue of
the Toledo Blade.
Sigma Alpha Epeilon fraternity
held its annual Founder's Day
Banquet March 8 at the Women's
Club.
Past Eminent Supreme
Archon Fred H. Turner, now Dean
of Students at the University of
Illinois, was guest speaker. Members of the Bowling Green and
Toledo Alumni Ass'n. also attended the event.
Ross Shawakur and Norm Asmus were appointed pledgemaster
and chaplain, respectively, of Sig<
ma Alpha Eptilon fraternity for
the second semester.

K«pp« Sigma fraternity held an
exchange dinner with Chi Omega
sorority Thursday night.
Saturday night, they held their annual
"Hoe-down Hop" with a hill-billy
theme used in decorations.
A
television party was held recently
for faculty members and advisors.
Chi Omegas held a tea for their
pledges last Sunday. Guests included administrative heads, sorority sponsors, advisers, and fraternity representatives.
Alpha Chi Omegas held their
national Hera Day on March 1.
On this occasion the sorority carries out a philanthropic aim. This
year the girls invited children
from the Wood County Orphan's
Home to the Greek house. Entertainment consisted of movies
and skits put on by members.
The guests were served Boston
coolers.
Several sororities have added
more pledges to their group during open rushing. Phi Mu—Lila
Miller, Dwanda Schad, and Zola
Schad; Theta Phi—Elaine Beaufait and Nancy Powers; and Alpha
Chi Omega—Mary Ellen Lenz.
Exchange dinners this week included Alpha XI Delta with Delta
Tau Delta; Kappa Delta with Sigma Nui and Chi Omega with Kappa Sigma.
Alpha Gamma Delta, recently
elected new officers. They are:
Kathie Heywood, president; Carol
Hohlfelder, first vice president;
Katy Morrow, second vice president; Pat Evans, treasurer; Jean
Applegate, corresponding secretary; Pat Backe, recording secretary; Marcie Elarton, house chairman; Dottie Stover, social chairman; and Margaret Johnson, rushing chairman.
Alpha Phia showed movies at
their house last Wednesday night.
Pictures were of their 19-18 national convention.
Twenty-four
Alpha Phi actives and pledges

MfiRrtADUKE (W SINSSays Marmadule Moth
—"We're on the dole
We dare not work
To make a hole
In garments processed

With Monite
For if we did—
Sure death's in sightl"

went to see the Power's models in
Toledo recently.
The local Phi Mu chapter received an award for the largest
active membership in Ohio and
for sending the most delegates to
its national convention in Columbns during the March 4 weekend.
Alpha Xi Delta, entertained the
Kappa Sigraai on Friday, March
11.
Shirley Blauvelt wu in
charge of the program.
Two Phi Mu actives and one
pledge went on the Treble Clef
trip. They are Pat Thompson, Pat
Musolf, and Idora Jones.
Alpha Gamma Delta mothers'
club held a meeting Sunday,
March'6, and also gave the actives
a buffet dinner.
Alpha Phi seniors will honor
their alumnae at a dessert-bridge
tonight at the sorority house.
Sorority pledge class officers
arc:
Kappa Delta — Mary Ellen
Nauts, president; Bev Grauser,
vice president; Marge Gee, secretary; and Ann Osmun, treasurer.
Phi Mu—Marian Brant, president; Martha Cappers, vice president; Dwanda Schad, secretary;
Bev Hathaway, treasurer; and
Idora Jones, chaplain.
Theta Phi—Nancy Witter, president; Barbara Roberts, vice president; Mary Ann Shumaker, secretary; and Loretta Wieser, treasurer.
Alpha Chi Omega—Jean Wolfe,
president; Louise Thomlinson, secretary; Lee McCall, social chairman; and Joan McKinlny, song
leader.
A CAPPELLA CHOIR
The University A Cappella
Choir will present concerts March
25, 26, and 27 in Marion, Ohio and
Indianapolis, Indiana.

CiftZti tititfl*
Open 12:46 Daily

Fri., Sat.
Mar. 18-19
CHICKEN EVERY
SUNDAY"
Dan Dailey

with
Celeste Holm

Sun., Mon.

"SOUTH

Mar. 20-21

or ST.

LOUIS"
In Technicolor
Joel McCrea
Alexis Smith

Tue., Thu. Mar. 22-24
OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 3 DAYS

"HE WALKED
BY NIGHT"
C/otkes STILL make ike man /

with
Richard Baseheart and Scott
Brady
plut

"AN
OLD-FASHIONED
GIRL"
Gloria Jean

Open 2:15 Sat.

WORLD STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
The World Student Association
urges all members to attend the
meeting tonight at 7 in 214A.
Adviser Eugene Beatty will address
members attending the
meeting.
MEN'S INDEPENDENT
SOCIETY
Sixteen men were activated in
the Men's Independent Society
March 9 in the Faculty Room of
the Falcon's Nest.
New members, first to be admitted into the Society since its organization, are: Willis Arnul,
Richard Barnes, Victor Ilayus,
John Bechberger, Bill Bettiker,
Ernest Jackson, Jack Le Fever,
Jim McRoberts, Jnck Morimitsu,
Hubert
Nelson, Al Pomponio,
Robert Radigan, Edward Regan,
Jim Trecce, Derwood Vosecky,
and Merlin Wolcott.
New initiates have doubled the
size of the group. More men will
be installed in MIS in April.
NEWMAN CLUB
The Newman Club will sponsor
a St. Patrick's Party on Friday,
March 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the Parish Hall.
Members of the committee are
as follows: Gene Porter, Helen
Wallen, Jim Bohn, Eljorie Hoehm,

Rosemary Crispino, Micky Von
Kennel, Rose Marie Butkiewicz,
Gerry Bastark, Christine Kraynik,
Dolores Wallon, Carolyn Cleary,
George Pokorny, John Gillespic,
and Marcia Gillespic.
Nicholas Rcser will act .as master of ceremonies. A chorus composed of Newman Club members
will participate in the entertainment.
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Dr. William F. Quillinn, professor of philosophy nt Ohio Wesleyan University, will be SCF's guest
speaker Sunduy, March 20, at
6 p.m. in the Rec Hall. He will
talk on the possibility of a world
church.
A graduate of Emory University, Dr. Quillinn received the degrees of BD and PhD from Yale
University.
STUDENT ADVERTIZING
ORGANIZATION
,,,,,
Motiday's meeting of the Student Advertising Organization will
feature tho film, "Miracles of
Millions," in place of the scheduled lecture by Mel Upp of the
Toledo Blade. It will be shown in
the PA Auditorium at 7 p.m. Monday.

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS
For That
CORSAGES

SNACK

FLOWER GIFTS

insist on

CAIN'S

We Deliver

MARCELLE POTATO
Phone 5734

EAT AT

FINE HOME COOKED FOODS
STEAKS
—
CHOPS — FISH

"AN ACT OF
MURDER"

OUR LARGE SELECTION OF
ZERO KING JACKETS . . .

Tue., Thu. Mar. 22-24

Many styles to choose from

"WITHOUT
RESERVATIONS"

115 West Merry Ave.
SPECIALS
MONDAYS—Mock Duck
TUESDAYS—Italian Spaghetti
WEDNESDAYS—Hungarian Goolash
THURSDAYS—Chow Meln and Chop Suey
SUNDAYS—Fried Spring Chicken
Specials also served to take out
CATERING PARTY SERVICE
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Open 6:45

»OST

OFPlCE

RIFLE CLUB
University Rifle Club has scheduled a meet with tho ROTC unit
located here. The match will take
place March 30 at the rifle range
located in the basement of the PA
Bldg.
Rifle Club members who wish
to participate in the meet should
contact Earl Ott, phone 4766, or
Ruth Harkness, phone 6661. Representing the University will be a
mixed group consisting of varsity
club members, both men and women.
Positions fired will be prone,
off-hand, kneeling, and sitting.
Standard 60-foot range with NRA
targets will be used.
Tonight a meeting will be held
to select a squad to fire against
Toledo University's ROTC unit at
Toledo. Anyone wishing to join
the club should be at 306A at 7
p.m.
SIGMA TAU DELTA
Karl Richards, art instructor,
will talk on "Modern Art" this
evening, at an open' meeting of
Sigma Tau Delta, English honorary. Each member may bring a
guest and anyone else who is interested may attend at 7 in Room
3 of the Art Bldg.

HUT
Treat yourself to our
Hamburgers
Sandwiches
(All varieties)

Hot Dogs
Pop Corn
Candy

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

331 No. Main

with
William Boyd

with
Fredric March, Florence
Eldridge

MEATS

QUILL TYPE
Quill Type will meet Wednesday, March 16, at 7 p.m. in 301PA.
Colored slides of Bowling Green's
campus will be shown by Dick
Becker.

Open 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

ADAH'S KITCHEN

Open 2:16 Sun.

M CAMPUS MINS SHOP

OFF-CAMPUS CLUB
The Off-Campus Club will meet
at 7:30 tomorrow evening in the
Lab School Gym.

CHIPS

Fri., Sat Mar. 18-19
"NORTH OF THE
RIO GRANDE"
Sun., Mon. Mar. 20-21

In sour »port jacket--from —

"INVITATIONAL HOP" .erved as theme and name of the Sigma
Nu Dance staged just before the Falcons' New York City victoria*.

"Varsity Hop," an informal
sports dance sponsored by the
Varsity Club, will be held Saturday night from 9 to 12 in the Women's Bldg.
Vern Walters and
his Collegiates will play for the
"Hop" which is to become an annual affair,
A Variety Show will be presented by Kohl Hall in the Main Auditorium Friday at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Another event scheduled for
Friday evening is a square dance,
sponsored by the Promenaders
Club, in the Women's Bldg. from
9 to 12.
Movies for the weekend are
"The House on 92nd Street," with
Signe Hasso and Lloyd Nolan, on
Friday and "Brigham Young,"
starring Tyrone Power and Linda
Darnell, scheduled for Saturday.
Both will be shown in the PA
Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m.

with
Jimmy Lydon

LYRIC Xjfc

'Pockagt your 'pocket'

Varsity Hop No.1

with
Claudette Colbert, J. Wayne
plus

"THE CREEPER"
with Edwardo Cinelli

Shop at th*

presents
PETITE PASTELS
in Costume Jewelry
BRACELETS
PINS
EAR RINGS
NECKLACES

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carry out
maintained in connection with

ADAH'S KITCHEN
Large atiortmtnt of Quality Drlicatesnen Foods and
Liquid Refreihmenf

from 97c and up

Perionahty Portrait!

Jim Bond Never Has Dull
Moment; And Here's Why
By Jane Cerlton

Time: 6 o'clock one Saturday
afternoon. Place: Library. Who:
Jim Bond clmbing out of a window. Circumstance: Found himself locked in after closing hours.
Why: "Lost" in his books back in
the Btacks.
Remarks: "Never
again!"
Don't let this little incident in
the life of a graduate assistant in
the Psychology Department mislead you. Here's a fellow who
never has a dull moment—and
here are some reasons why.

JIM BOND
When Jim attended Lorain High
School, he was active on the track
team and played the kettle drums
in the band and orchestra. He attended Wilberforce University for
one year and then spent the next
three years in the Infantry. In
Italy he became a 1st sergeant
and also attended the University
of Florenco for six months, where
he received u music scholarship.
In his company in the Army was
Harrison Dillard, track Olympic
star with whom he became a close
friend.
"Harrison spoke of his
desire to run in the Olympics
often," he said, "and it was great
to see him go through with this
and to come out on top!"
Once more a civilian, Jim headed for the Il-W campus where he
decided to become a psychology
major. There he was active in the
A Cappellu Choir and did solo
church programs throughout the
Cleveland arc*. He also served as
president of the Psychology Club
and was active in the YMCA.
Jim began his graduate work at
Bee Gee in the fall of '48 and he

plans to teach clinical psychology
courses and to operate a clinic after he receives his Masters degree
this summer.
For five years, he has been interested in photography as a hobby and whenever he goes to his
Lorain home, he adds another
board or piece of equipment to the
dark room he is building.
Although Jim is now a tenor, he
sang baritone in high school and
has done solo work for many
years. He is interested in books
but finds he must concentrate on
professional reading at the present time. He plans to write his
graduate thesis on "Reading Disability and Personality Adjustment."
When asked why he chose the
field of psychology, Jim replied,
"It all goes back to a speech defect I had when I was a boy. A
clinic straightened me out, and I
have been interested ever since."
Jim's past summers have been
spent in Cleveland, where he
worked as supervisor to children's
playgrounds.
"About this summer?" he chuckled, "Well, there
ii a wonderful girl I plan to marry I"
With that I decided it was time
to close our little interview—so—
so long until next week!

Art Department
Stall Hears Speaker
Paul Williams, from the American Crayon Co., spoke to three of
the Art Department craft sections
last Wednesday night.
He brought with him Mr. and
Mrs. Neuman, well-known silk
screen artists, who demonstrated
silk screen technique and stencil
painting, and showed some new
art materials.
The craft sections, with Miss
Marietta Kcrshner as instructor,
have been doing textile painting
in class.
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Reporter Asks
NEWS Criticism

SpxvUi 9n

SUVUL

By John Radabau.b
Florenca Beatty
Throughout the year the strong and weak points of the ByMiss
Martha Gesling will speak
paper have been discussed on campus. Such talk many times
produces ideas which prove to be useful. Hoping to gain some at the Annual Woman's Recreanew points the question asked this week was, "How do you tion Banquet, March 23, 6 p.m.
think the BEE GEE NEWS can be improved?"
Club Jftnrs
BETA PI THETA
Beta Pi Theta, French honorary
fraternity, will entertain French
majors and minors at a party in
Studio "II" tonight at 7. A program featuring games, music, and
refreshments has been arranged.

Martha Watt

Lois Rydar

"It mm to ma that dynamite
!• tha only •olutlon at thie stag*
of tha gama," etatad Lola Rydar,
a aophomore from Akron. "Serioutly though," aha continued, "it
could use a little spicier atyle of
writing hero and thera. For a college papar it saama rather stuffy."
Martha Watt, a sophomore from
Gibraltar, Mich., said, "More feature articles would increase student interest and serve as an incentive for them to read more
than just the front page.
Features, aside from providing interesting reading, would give the
staff members greater opportunity
to tackle something more than
straight news."
Addad apaea we. tha opinion of
Ed Barbar, a junior from Mantor.
"A lot of publicity and othor nawa

Civil Service Jobs
In Engineering
Are Available

Ed Barbar

Dick Diether

at tha present time ia being cut
because there ia not enough
space to print it," ha said. 'Two
ways this could be countaracted ia
to either incraaaa tha number of
pagaa par iaaua or hare two editions a weak."
Dick Diether, a junior whose
home is Shaker Heights, said,
"The NEWS should be more liberal in its approach. There should
be more student names and pictures in, and in this way they will
be able to dig deeper into the heart
of the stories giving the reader
more color or human interest. As
it is now articles arc printed as
simply straight news with no interpretation. It seems to me that
they should strive more for the
unusual than just
presenting
facta."

DELTA PHI DELTA
Delta Phi Delta, art honorary,
will have Dr. Tom Tuttle, head of
the Philosophy Dept., as guest
speaker tomorrow evening at 7:15
in Room 4 of the Art Bldg.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
The Chemical Journal Club will
meet in 400S, Wednesday, March
16. Jean Smith will review an
article on "Analytical Chemistry."
Programs for the remainder of the
year will be discussed.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
John S. Summons, Boston, will
lecture on Christian Science Saturday night in Studio B, PA Bldg..
at 8.
FUTURE TEACHERS
OF AMERICA
Members of Future Teachers of
America will meet this evening
with Kappa Delta Pi, education
honorary, at 8:15 in Studio B of
the PA Auditorium.
Officers will be elected and Dr.
Walter A. Zaugg will speak at
Monday's meeting of FTA at 7
p.m. in the PA Aud.

ISALYS

Committee chairmen are Ruth
Davis, program; Joyce McCreerey
and Marie Kenney, decoration;
Ada Gustaveson, place cards; and
Ruth Murphy, publicity.
Ten Bee Gee women will participate in a Basketball Sports
Day at Toledo University, Friday,
March 18. The All-Star Team ia
composed of Dorothea Cepik, Betty Lou Claypool, Ruth Davis, Barbara Frank, Betty Heater, Shirley
Murray, Ann Sweeney, Pat Vannorsdall, Barbara Ward, and Trois
Woods.
WRA voted 58-24 to discontinue awarding sweaters to women
participating in intramural sports.
At their March 9 meeting a debate was given on the pros and
cons of the present awarding system. Mary Alice Berger and Kay
Kressler spoke for the affirmative and Barbara Bottenus for the
negative. A medal or letter will
be given in the future.

YMCA Executive
To Be Here Today
The Rev. Edward S. Carroll,
New York executive secretary of
the YMCA, will be on campus today to confer with interested students on the subject of vacational
YMCA work by appointment only.
He will be in the SCF office from
1 to 8.

2

HOT FUDGE
SUNDi\E

Engineering positions in the U.S.
Civil Service Commission can be
obtained by writing to the commission, Washington 26, D. C. Jobs
are available in various Washington agencies.

at the Women's Club. All members and initiates can buy tickets
at $1.60 from Ruth Nelson, Donna
Lea, and Ruth Newman.

25c

HOUR

iTACI

HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTIONS presen

Classified Ads
LOST: A grey coat with brown |ur
pockete. Return to Betty Smuts, 110 Kohl
Hall. Rewaid.
LOST: Lady's Benrus watch In roie
gold with black band, between Library
and Neat. Return to Clarice Forney,
Alpha Gamma Delta House. Reward.
LOST: One pair of horn rim glasses
In a red leatherette case betwoen tho
Delta Gamma House and the Library the
morning of the "big snow." Please return
to Joan Hlldebrand, Delta Gamma House
REWARD.

ute wsn&
Ktrm COME

MERLE NORMAN
"Always Good Food"

COSMETICS

KAY-ANN BEAUTY
SHOP
124 W. Wooster

UP-MAG,°
. — via*
b
0uU.u0dl.«'

\gtypt
lie(lc

(II

Schaefer

counter*-

6W«n-*V^

G & M Drug

Suits
Tailored to Measure
Fit Guaranteed
$47.50 to $65.00

lAJkaVs mor* important in lift than happintss f

WHITEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS

Botany "500"

Happy?
This nine letter word makes a world of difference in your appearance, your
health and affects those with whom you come in contact.
Speaking of contacts, ever stop to think how well tailored-to-order clothes
can affect others as well as yourself — realise that people respect a welldressed man or woman?

MISC. BKO.S.
Clothes tailored-to-order by Kling Bros, are a wise investment because the
prices are ia the popular price range, and of course, you hive the choice of
many new patterns and you choose the model you prefer.
Stop la soon sod look 'am error.

WELCOME

Suits in Gabardines
HAMBLIN CLEANERS

and Sharkskins
$00.00

624 Cut Wooeter Street

All Types of

LEHMAN'S
Macs Leitman, Class '30

SANDWICHES
MILK SHAKES

BM
Phona 14478

YOVB QVAUTY CLEANERS

Wed., March 23
2 Shows - 7 and 9 p.m.

SOFT DRINKS
COFFEE

Gee High School
Auditorium

"In By 10:00 A. M., Out By 5:00 P. M.
By Request"

Tickets at Centre
Drugs
Adults S1.26

Children 60c
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WitktU fade***
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Tom Loomla

DESTINY'S DARLINGS
This is the year that Coach Harold Anderson has waited
for such a long time. Monday on the Madison Square Garden
floor his team proved that he wasn't wrong. St. Louis was a
great club—they were "on"—but the Falcons were a better one.
Ed MacAuley is as fine as he has been touted—much improved
over last year—but he is only one o' many excellent pivot men
here.
Jack Kerris is the toast of the town since putting on such a
show in Loyola's upset of Kentucky. The wildcats weren't off
their game either. The ramblers are good and Kerris is probably
as good as they come, as proven by his 49 point total to date.
Tom Haggerty's gang looked much better than it did at Bee Gee.
Bradley ran and ran and Western just couldn't keep the pace.
Paul Vuruk, a 6'4" forward who makes shots thai seem impossible, and Gene Melchiorre, !>8'/a" guard who mastermines the
attack, both got 28 points in the game. The Braves' oflense is
built upon fast breaks or pick off plays and is a thing of beauty.
San Francisco, the next obstacle in the Falcon's bid for the
NIT title, is a smaller squad than any of the other semi-finalists.
It also has more fight, super passing, and a never say die spirit.
Bennington, McNamee, Kuzara, 5'6Vj" Herrereas and company
looked as a well oiled unit and may prove dangerous.
STILL A LONG ROAD
There's still a long way to go for Bee Gee, but the team has
the ability to reach the heights. If ever the Falcons have an opportunity this is it. Against St. Louis they just couldn't do anything right in the first quarter but they proved they had the stuff
of champions when they doggedly hung on and refused to give
up. Then when they began to roll the whole crowd could feel
the stemgth of this speedy bunch of giants. If the boys can return
to their form it looks from here as if they will return home with
the NIT crown.
HERE AND THERE
John Bennington, flashy San Francisco forward, is an Ohio
boy. John comes from Findlay where he failed to make the high
school team. In the service he made quite a name for himself
playing basketball on the coast and enrolled at San Francisco
after the war . . . Charlie Share should have an even greater year
next season according to the way he has been improving. Also,
next year Share won't have Graza and Mcauley around to contend with for All-American honors ... It would probably be wise
for the University to hold classes in New York for the rest of the
week. There would be better attendance.

Women play an
important role
IN AMERICA'S MOST
IMPORTANT BUSINESS

Peace!
Opportunities equalling those offered men in
the Armed Services ... the same security,
game chances for rapid advancement, same pay
scales, same benefits—all these are now available to women in the Women's Army Corps
and women in the Air Force.
These opportunities were EARNED. Earned by
the women who served so faithfully, so well,
during the war emergency.

BG Stops St. Johns In First Round
BG Fans Take
Over During
New York Trip
Ed. Note: Following it the
Sports Editor's impression* of the
fame Monday night. The story
was cabled from New York City.
There were about 300 Falcon
fans who returned to occupy the
very same section in which they
sat a year afro—and when they
yelled, the Staftie of Liberty shook
out in the harbor . . . coats, programs, hats, cups, went into the
air when the frame was put on ice
in th| final minutes ... a large
percentage of the crowd had already joined in the "Let's go
Howling (ireen" chant . . . the
spectators got a big charge listening to pint-sized cheerleader Carol
Hocking scream . . . Andy was
lifted to the shoulders of the team
after the game . . . Byron Powell,
taking care of the technical end of
the broadcast to the Commons,
almost fell out of the radio booth
in the excitement . . . Jim Hof,
who did such a fine job on the
play-by-play, was weak and hoarse
when he signed off ... in the Paramount lobby no one had a chance
to move as Bee Gee took over:
singing, cheering, and laughing
. . . everyone was yelling that
school had to be called off Thursday and Friday . . . Loyola fans
joined the Falcon rooters and even
out on the street the yelling reminded one of VJ day . . .
Most of the Ohio fans came
East via automobile but the trains
received many customers . . . card
games, charades, and "logic problems" made time pass quiqkly . . .
(Turn To Page 6)

Falcon Stars Graduate

By T. J. Loomis
Sports Editor

Falcon Swimmers'Ccipture
CCC Intermediate Crown
By J°h>> Radabaugh

The Falcon swimming team showed its all-around
strength last Saturday when it successfully defended its Intermediate Division crown at the Centra' Collegiate Conference
Swimming Championships held at Michigan State.
Winning four events and taking 14 other places the BG
tankmen scored 62 points, Michigan State was second with 22,

Sigma Chi Takes
Handball Lead
Sigma Chi holds first place in
League II of the Fraternity Handball race. The Sigs have marked
up 18 points in winning three
matches while holding their opponents scoieless.
Kappa Sigma is in second place
with 14 points while ATO is in
third with 8. Sigma Nu and Delta
Tau Delta follow with six points
apiece and Theta Chi and J*hi Delta are tied for last with four
points each.
In League II, Gamma Theta Nu
is in top spot with 10 points followed by SAK in second with 6.
Zeta Beta Tau is third with font'
points while Pi Theta, Pi Kappa
Alpha, and Chi Alpha are all tied
for last with two points apiece.

SAE's And Sigs
Meet For Title
1949's interfraternity basketball champion will be decided
Thursday at 9 p.m. in the Men's
Gym. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the
League I pennant winner, will
nqua,'c off against Sigma Chi, titleholders of League II and defending champions from last year.
Sigma Chi had been in a 3-way
tie for first place with the Kappa
Sigs and Sigma Nu and won its
title the hard way by defeating
both in a round robin playoff.
Kappa Sigma placed second and
Sigma Nu followed in third.

Fenn College was third with 111.
The Tartans of Michigan State
again romped in the Senior division scoring 105 points for first
place.
Bowling Green placed
fourth in this section, behind
Wayne University and the University of Cincinnati.
Next year Bee (lee will play
host for the meet as Michigan
State, by recently joining the Big
Nine, has become ineligible. The
conference is set-up for competition
between
independent
schools of the Midwest.
Two records in the intermediate division were broken Saturday. The Gustavus Adolphus 400
yard free style team lowered the
time in their event to 3:55.8, and
Lee Koenig, of BG, set a new
record in HO yard backstroke,
going the distance in 1:49.1.
In the senior division the Falcons took six places. Fred Kline
was third in the 1500 meter free
style race and Harry Shearer
placed fifth in the 100 yard free
style event.
Divers Dell Ewing
and Bob Ruth grabbed fourth and
fifth places respectively and the
300 yard medley relay and the 400
yard free style relay teams placed
third in their events.
Intermediate team scores:
Bowling Gieen
Michigan Stale
Fenn College
Gustavus Adolphus _
University of Chicago
Washington University....
University o| Cincinnati
Wayne University

WE
CATER
TO
LARGE
PARTIES
AND
BANQUETS

Earned, perhaps, for YOU, if you can meet the
qualifications, if you can meet the challenge
of such an unlimited career.
For more information, visit your nearest
MAIN U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Stations—now.
Check these distinguished careers with your
advisor or college placement officer.
WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS
— enlisted or commissioned
WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
— enlisted or commissioned
ARMY NURSE CORPS
— as commissioned
ARMY NURSES WITH THE AIR FORCE
— as commissioned
WOMEN'S MEDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS
—as commissioned

Share Leads
Falcon Attack
NEW YORK, March 12—Bowling Green, tense and slightly off
form, managed to ease through
its NIT qualifying round test
against St Johns, 77-64, here tonight.
The game was played before a
near capacity Madison Square
Garden crowd that included over
200 wildly-enthusiastic Bee Gee
students and alumni.
St. Johns, six point underdogs
along Broadway, kept the outcome
in doubt until the last minutes
with a spasmodic fast breaking,
short passing game.
For the Falcons, it was Charlie
Share leading the way with 23
points followed by Eli Joyce, starring in his first tourney competition, with 12.
Gerry Galabrese and Al McGuire hit for 16 and 13 counters
for the Brooklyn boys, but sparky
Dick McGuire anchored the floor
game as usual.
Loyola of Chicago, led by Jack
Kerris with 20 points, rambled
over City College, 62-47, in the
nightcap of the twin bill. ■
This completed the elimination
of the fourth and last New York
team from the NIT. This afternoon San Francisco looked very
good in swamping Manhattan, 6848. Bradley, like Bowling Green,
was a little ragged but had no
trouble taking: NYU, 89-67.

* • *
This and That!
Bowling Green migration was
greater then expected with more
coming in for the St. Louis game
. . . the fans and cheerleaders
stole the show from the locals as
far as vocal efforts went until the
NYC fans united behind underdog
St. Johns when it spurted , . ,
Share, Otten, end Speicher all
fouled out with about five miuutes to go but the speedy subs ran
their tired foes into the ground . . .
Johnny Payak's re-entrance into
the game halted the biggest uprising—the deficit had hit 51-44 midway in the last half . . . Long bad
11 points and Otten 10—both
looked good . . . Peanuts was hot
in the first half and Joyce sizzling
in the second . . . Most of Big
Charlie's points were on tip-ins—
his board work was never better
. . . Dolly Stark, major league umpire and CBS sporUcaater claims
he'll take Share, Long, Joyce. Otten, and Puyak against any players in the nation . . . The crowd
from Bee Gee is hoping that cats
will be excused as they'll not leave
til we lose . . . Jack Kerris and
company looked much better than
at Bowling Green—the big center
told us he had never been tossed
out of a game so quickly as he was
against the Falcons—he refrained
from complaining, however, stating it was just one of those
things" . . . The Falcons were
slightly nervous before the game
and later were glad to have the
first round out of the way . . .

HOUSEHOLD
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Kohl Hall Kapcrs'
To Be Held March 18
"Kohl Hall Kapers" will head
the list of activities for this weekend. The "Kapers," a variety
show, will be staged March 18 in
the Main Auditorium at 8:80 p.m.
and will feature the talent of Kohl
Hall.
The show will depict life at
Kohl Hall with scenes from the
smoker, mailbox, lounge, rooms,
and social life.
Some of the talent includes:
Barbara Miller, Barbara Evans,
Joan StaufTer, Marilyn Weir, Maxine Waack, Peggy Weisenborn,
Iris Gray, Nancy Johnson, and
Betty Pierson.
Barbara Parks is chairman of
the show, with Betty Coutts, Jo
Leland, Betty Gubelmann, Marilyn Lewis, Mickey Pierce, Pat
Sikcs, and Martha Cappers writing the scripts.

Dean's List
(The Dean's List, most of which
was printed lust week, is concluded
below.)
Ntefaolool To Pick.li
Bridget Nicholoai, Kannelh Nlalwn, Edwurd N. Nittz, Shirley Norman, Donald
OalM, Robert C. Oborhouia Frank C. Oqq,
Jr., limael Ollvarai, Paul M. O'RourkV
LoulM Oswald, Herbert Oyer, Robert Pahl,
Angelyn Palermo, Bill Pampel, Donna
Ban Pareons, John Payak, Fred Petridei,
iiabeth Louise Peunijoy, Bontla Phalor,
William JamM Picket!.
Plauman To Reli
J. F. Plowman, John F. Plinke, Cosmo
A. Plolli, Nell Pohlmann, Ilona Pohlod,
Robert Poland, Evalyn Poorman, Floyd T.
Porter, Mary lo POM. loan M.Prenlice,
William Prentice, Cleva Price. Ralph
Proul, Barbara |. Provoel, Helen Puqh,
Seymour W. Pusillnik, James F. Quackcnbush, Harman D. Rahmel, Robert M Ran'
dels, Robert M. Radiuan, Jennelle Rappa
port, Monroe Rappaporl. Donald Rodman.
Alex C. Reed, Glenn M. Reed, David
Rekhert, Riciiard C. Rels.
nenn To Rudolph
Willard A. flenn, Virginia Resh, Jacob
G. Retterer, Richard C. Reynolds, Robert
Charles Rhodes, Mary Ann Richardson,
Robert R. Richardson, Lowell Risen. Mary
Roberts, Gerald W. Robinson, Nancy
Robinson, Donald Roby, Dora Mae Rockwood, Richard Roesch, Lester C. Holg, Jr.,
Frederick J. Rolf, Allen Root, Clifton Roso,
Maurtoe Rosenthal, Janlno Rossard, Beulah
Royal, Jean Rudolph, Nelda Rudolph.
Russell To Schwab
Florence Russell, William L. Russell, |i.,
Thomas H. Rulter, Lois Ryder, Richard I
Sager, Edward Samaha, Joan Sampson,
Carol Samson, John H. Sandy, Anthony
Sanlomauro, Francis Sarlego, Michael
Sarracino, Thora M. Saul, Lois Sautter,
Doroihy Sautters, Nortna Jean Savage,
Allen Sawdy, Elmer Doyle Seal], Joan
Schaberq. Katharine Schaller, Anthony
Schiavo, Jeanne Schiermyer, Waller Sclioeniq, Ralph Schrlempf, Clyde E. Schulte,
C. Edward Schumacher, Doroihy Schumann, Karl G. Schwab.
Searfoss To Silver
Ilia Searfoss, Charles R. Seely, Jane
Tryon Seeley, Joseph W. Seoley, Carol
Selling, lames Selbel, Harold Seijert,
Charles J. Sexton, Jr., Merlin Shade,
Stanley R. Shafler, Irene Sharinghouse,
John A. Shaw, Ross Shawaker, Ray
Shellhammer, Barbara Shell, Jean Shep
herd, Marilyn Shepherd, Evelyn Nuncy
Shook, Francis J. Shuckerow, DonnabelUt
M. Shull, Mary Ann Shumaker. William
H. Shumaker, Thomas Shuster, Lowell,
Slckler, D. Burce Sidebotham, Dale H.
Sies, Carl Silver, Charles Silver, Eileen
Stiver.
Slier To itarr
Joanne Sixer, Dorothy Sknletz, Donna
Slesmck, Irwln Slesnlck, Anna Isabel
Sloan, Howard R. Smetxer, Beryl Smith,
Carl C. Smith, Elisabeth R. Smith, Guy
Smith, Jean E. Smith, Joan R, Smith,
Phyllis King Smith, Walter E. Smith, Richard J. Soderberg, John Sokol, Robert W.
Spackoy, Don Speck, Eldon G. Spleliui,
Gene Spraque, Sally Squire, Jean Starkey,
Jean Starr.
Steere To Thompson
Anthony W. Steere, Edith Sieffenhagon.
Grace Sterner, William Deane Sleiner,
Richard J. Slerner, Robert E. Stevens,
Jeannelte Stewart, Virginia Slimson, Donald Stork, Cloyoe Stone, Donald Ray
Stieiblg, Robert Stripped Tom Stubbs,
James Sturdevanl, Louis Suir.mey, Leland
M. Sutler, Marjone Swank, Austin E,
Sweeney, Charles Swinofoid, Pat Swum
ford, Ruth Swisher, John E. Swltxer, Mer
lyo C. Sykes, Dwtght Teater, Pat Teller,
George Thorp, Ahnor Thomas, Harvey L
Thomas, Eugene Thompson, Joyce Thompson, Pat E. Thompson.

Bee Gee Fans
(Continued From Pa»e B)

team came in via plane Friday
morning all feeling: rather bad . . .
Red Speicher suffered the worst
case of air sickness . . . Hotel
Paramount lobby looked like the
Nest on Homecoming- Day . . .
good advance coverage — Times
ran picture of probable starters.
Telegram used a large cut of Mac
Otten . . . Chuck Share was worried over the fact that the scribes
built him up to much—said that
he thought they wanted him to
believe he waa unstoppable . . .
Midtown television bars get a big
play from the college crowd on
afternoons of games . . . fans
turned sightseers, took in many
of the big town's parts of interest
. . . theatre was popular—"Kiss
He Kate," "Mister Roberts,"
"Streetcar Named T)e«ire," and
"Death of a Salesman," among
the plays seen . . . Benny Rubin
good in comedian job at the Diamond Horseshoe — in the same
building as the Paramount . . .
downtown this week Sunday jam
session at Nick's featured Billy
Buterfleld ... the King Cole trio
plus Elliot Lawrence and his orchestra, accompanying the movie
at the Paramount, attracted a
large percentage of the visitors
. . . nearly everyone headed for
Cr.cnwich Village after the game
Saturday to celebrate the victory
at the German-American Ciub . . .
Gotham bookies have really been
taking it on the chin from visitors
. . . first no local teams came
through so City and NYU were
only spotted three points. Manhattan five, and St. Johns six.
Falcons' 13 point edge was smallest Saturday.
Ihur.lon To Waldos
Bort Thurslon. tloanoi Tlbon. Konneili
Tlqqos. Richard Tlllon, Pobotl Tulolli,
Stanloy Trail, H. A. Trauchl, Bolly Troioll,
Holon Tsaronos, Donald L. Twtss, Emory
U. Ulnch, William Van Foioan, Elliubolli
Voiduln, Mary Lou Vlnconl, Dawn Voellow, Richard E. Voorhles. lohn L. Waqner.
Phil A Warden, Robert W. Waldon,
Wnll.r To W.m.r
Donna Walker, John Walker. Keiln
Wallace, Robert Walter, Franco! Wallers,
Hsu-Chin Wanq, Ellsworth Earl Ward, Kay
Ward. Nancy Warden. Martha Wall.
Ernest Watts, Fred Waugh, Artlna Weaver. Avelda Wober, Ralph Weber, Elmer C.
Woekley, Russell We|er, Ruth Weir, Man
lyn Wem. Bdmund E. Wells, lohn F.
Wells, Mary C. Wells. Walter Welletead,
Shirley Wendt. Mary Jo Werner.
Westhoren To Winning
Maiy Weslhoven, Douglas T. Weyrauch,
Gertrude Whaley. John D, Whllacre, Ar
Ihur A. While, Arthur John White. James
Whlltaker, Raymond C. Whittaker, Carl
Whilton, Carllon Wicks. Dorothea Wiley.
Bruce P. Williams. David G. Williams.
Glenn M. Williams. Harry Williams. Ray
mond G. Williams, Robert F. Williamson.
Nell M. Wills, lohn Wilson, Ruth Wilson.
Thomas Winninq.
Wise To Zelsler
Vivian Wise, James W. Wilts, Ftanceo
Wol|, Doris Wol|e, Dick T. Wood, James
N. Wright. Doris Wursler. Betty Ann
Wyhe, Donald R. Wylle. Haymond Yeager.
James Young, John A. Zabowskl, Hutvey
I. Zelgler. Jr., Audroy E. Zelsler. Donald
Zelsler. Robert E. Zelsler.
Kenneth Green is also oligiblo |or Ihe
Dean's List due to the correction of an
error on his registration card.
Mary Lou Greer is now eligible lor
Dean's last due to the correction o| uu
error on her registration card.
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Conductor Visits ZBT

CAMERA CLUB
The newly-organized Camera
Club will meet Monday at 6:30
p.m. in 315A. Club membership
is limited to students taking news
photography courses.

LEONARD BERNSTEIN visited ZeU Beta Tau members after the
younf conductor led the Pittsburgh Symphony in a program here
Sunday. Pictured above are, front row, left to right: Harold Jaffe,
president of ZBT; Mr. Bernstein, Herbert Siegel, and Saul Siegel; second row, left to right: Mitchell Reiner, Jerome Weiss, John Friedman,
Michael Billig, Alan Cohen, and Alvin Fisher.

Sigma Chi Gives
Plaque To B.C.S.U.
A large bronse plaque has been
donated M » irift tn tht' Univen ity
by the Sigma '"hi Fraternity. The
name of an outstanding graduate
will he Inscribed eaeh year.
The plai|U0 has live bronze
plates, each capable of holding Itii
names. Tin* award was presented
to the University recently by Oscar McNah, Ritual Committee
Chairman, when lie visited the let-ill Sigma (hi chapter.
Inscribed ujion the plague are
the words. "The Bigma Chi award
for unusual achievement in scholarship and for outstanding exemplification tif the qualities of lead-

■ CHURCH 1

1 \_r

SH0E

I

1 SHOP |

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
Dr. Gsrdner Williams, professor
of philosophy at the University of
Toledo, will speak on the subject,
"The Quest for Basic Values in
Religion in the Spirit of Humanistic Theism" at the Unitarian Fellowship meeting Sunday evening,
March 20, at 7:30 in Studio B.
KAPPA ALPHA MU
College photographers have until April 30 to meet the deadline
for the fourth annual Kappa Alpha Mu International Collegiate
Photography Contest.
Any student enrolled in an accredited college or university is
eligible to compete. Prints must
be 8 x 10 or larger; they must be
mounted on standard 16 x 20
photomounts.

ELBOW ROOM HAMBURGER
SHOP
FOOT LONG HOT DOGS, 20c
Also, try our delicious Chili, 20c
and
Heinz Soup, only 15c
OPEN MON., THURS., 11 a.m.—12p.m.
OPEN FRI., SAT., 11 a.m.—1 a.m.
OPEN SUNDAY, 4:30 p.m.—12 p.m.

112 West Wooster Street

Quality Pastries
STAMINO M

"The Bakery that
bakes to sell again"

"KISS IN THE DARK"
A WAINII BIOS. rlODUCTION

186 S. Main St.
Phone 6471

RELIABLE

SERVICE

ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL

Tiy

PUT'S and PAT'S
For
BETTER COFFEE
and
THE BEST IN HAMBURGERS

Pop

of Howling (ireen State University
whose names are hereon inscribed
are honoretl by Sigma Chi fraternity."

Kappa Delta Pi has scheduled
an "Education 'Round the World"
program tonight at 8:15 in Studio
"B," PA Bldg. Students from
various foreign nations will speak.
PSI CHI
Dr. Bertil Sima, a graduate of
Leipsig University, will discuss
Europesn universities at the Psi
Chi meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
307 University School.

Randall's Bakery

SAMMY'S DRY CLEANING

Pie

ership and character, the students

GAMMA THETA UPSILON
An open meeting of Gamma
Theta Upsilon will take place tomorrow at 7 p.m. in 101A. Movies of a Western Uniteti States geological field trip will be shown.
ANNOUNCEMENT
All announcements of club
meetings must be in the BEE
GEE NEWS office, third floor

of the Ad Bldg., by Friday at 3
p.oa.
KAPPA DELTA PI

"Mildness counts with me,
and Chesterfields are*
MILDER -MUCH MILDER."

FORSPEEDY

Clubs Schedule Meetings
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi
Omega, national
■ service fraternity, pledged 23 men
at a formal ceremony in the faculty room of the Nest on March 7.
Those pledged were: Kenneth
Beechey, Ralph Blanco, Tom Durazewski,
Dick
Guetich,
Evan
Herr, Ed Homze, Bob Jaynes, Willard Jinks, Don June, George Kenderas, Bob MacKenzie, Jack MarMillan, John Monetta, Jim Myers,
Bill Pampel, Robert Parks, Warren Ranslcr, Jim Richard, Fred
Ricketts, Wilbur Rinehart, Charles
Sass, Bill Semmelhaack, and Dave
Thompson.

Also
Cake
Candy

Ice Cream
Cigarettes

Service With a Smile
ri|)il(l I 1H» beam- a Urm Tosmo Co

